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Please read by
June 7, 2018

Agenda
General Meeting, June 7, 2018, 7:30 p.m.
*Greeting/Introductions
*Minutes from November
*Treasurer & Committee Reports
*Old Business
*Announcements/Brags
*Adjourn
The Barker is a monthly publication by and
about the Greater Lincoln Obedience Club,
its members and events. Provided free by
email to all club members, past issues are
available on the glocdogs.org web site in the
members’
area.
To
submit
brags,
announcements,
articles,
or
other
information,
email
the
editor
at
glocthebarker@gmail.com. GLOC’s physical
address is 5740 Johanna Road. The mailing
address is P.O. Box 84031, Lincoln, NE
68501.

GLOC Board Meeting Minutes Thursday, May 3,
2018

Attendees: Teresa Barney, Jeannine Beer,
Terese Pirl, Alicia Graybill, Kat Potthoff,
Jessica Bruns, Kim Kempkes, Mary Schweitzer,
Robin Bonge, Katie Schwartz, Sherry Tomes,
and Pam Eckstein.
Called to order at 6:05 PM. Any corrections for
the April Barker? One note was out of place,
that Teresa was working on website, not sure if
we had a good place to set up for 2019, then
went on to mention some trial stuff on the
thumb drive, this was a separate issue. Alicia
moves, Sherry seconds to approve these. May
Barker just came out on the second, one
correction that equipment we need should have
been 10 – 5 foot poles, we do not need any 10
foot poles. Mary moves to approve, Alicia
seconds, Minutes approved as amended.
Jeannine Beer - treasurer report – income for
April $19,692.30, expenses were $10,121.16.
Cash flow is $9,571.14; checking account
balance is $51,673.11, funds on hand are
$50,628.64.

REMINDER: Barker Deadline

Just a friendly reminder, the Barker deadline to
make certain that something will be included is
5 p.m. on the 15th of the month. You can submit
things after that but they may not be printed
until the next month.

Kim Kempkes gave the corresponding sec’y
report: Card sent to Kathy Zupancic, Claire
died; Cheryl Griffin – Chip died; Stef Bowers,
mother-in-law passed away; Sherry Miller dog
Maggie had a slight stroke.
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Alicia Graybill - Obedience Report, she missed
Sat class, will talk to class to make up. Need
assistants to teach, Alicia recommends Jenna
Dirkschneider, she is very good at it; can also
ask Kim, she has gone from being asst to
instructor, and is doing very well.
Discussion: Mary sharing that there is a
problem with the keys, building is continuously
left open, fans left on, lights left on, thinking
that this needs to be addressed. Mary, Marilyn
and Kat finding lights etc., door open when they
arrive. Might need to possibly revoke key
privileges, only board members and instructors
will have keys. Recently one night, after people
are in class, last person there did not have a key
to lock up. Board is considering revoking keys
due to building being unsecure and other
problems mentioned. Will send out email to let
people know also. Might implement sign in/sign
out sheet, deciding that this is what we will do,
but then might need to revoke keys if this
doesn’t work, reconsider key privileges as some
people may not sign in/out. Unsure if we can
have a security camera, difficult as there is no
wifi/internet access. Jeannine stating, she agrees
that we should have a check list put up. Kat
stating first person of the night should sign in,
and then last person leaving also sign out, and
complete check list. Jeannine will write up
check list, including everything that needs to be
done, review of all the doors, 7 banks of lights,
windows, and four overhead, garage doors,
bathroom lights, ceiling and floor fans.
Checklist - Date, sign in, time, first person in,
etc for last person out, will then have who
opened it, anything not right on check it, and
then same information, going down checklist,
for who closes. Jessica will send out the email to
all with keys. Additionally there is a concern
about safety when arriving at the building, and
vandalism.
Alicia, will have CGCs by the end of the week.
Marcy wonders if club is willing to buy some of
the CGC forms, right now she and all the others

who are doing the CGCs are doing their own,
only done by those in the club, maybe we can
have a supply on hand just in case. Jeannine can
go to the website and purchase, if approved.
This was possibly talked about, but not
implemented as far as anyone remembers. Kat
moves that the club purchase 50-60 of the CGC
forms, Jeannine seconds, passes.
Jeannine added to her report, March AKC –
finished off with +$941.74, all checks cashed,
no fines. Teresa explaining that the catalog that
judge signed originally, that was sent early, but
lost in the mail. We priority mailed duplicate
catalog to the judge, so she could sign off on
it, and we sent her all the material plus a check
to cover the cost and ship it to the AKC, have
not heard anything, so assuming it’s all okay.
Everything seems okay, will come out of the
$941, $25 to send to Abby, and check to her +
$25 to be subtracted.
Nov trial was $750, other bills/heat or so,
anyway trial did very well, may be $1,000 for
the building.
Anything still hanging out there still for bills for
either of those, hopefully nothing else
outstanding, want to close those out. Robin says
maybe just the food, $54.48 for pizza. Ate half
the pizza, half put up, ate more the next day.
Kat report of trials/agility – done with last Nov.,
March, Apr., all done.
June – Kim says we need truck and drivers still,
pick up Thurs, at 5 or so, Jeannine will do this,
pick up Thursday night, return Sunday. Rent for
3 days, return by 5 PM on Sunday. Best to go
inside, not use photos or APP. Easier when
returning. Jeannine will reserve, etc. Question
for who is head course builder, will be Jayne or
Leath. Tire jump, who is going to get this in
Omaha, does not take much room when
collapsed down, Jeannine offering to do this
also. Supposed to set up pre-trial meeting, will
be Rob Lane, head of sporting village, Kim and
Chris; and pretrial meeting with the club, will
talk with Chris, let Kat and committee know
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time of meeting. Can get premium linked to
agility on our webpage. Biggest question is
sec’y, as Amy has not responded. We just have
to have some conversation, as if we are going
forward with the computer, just waiting to hear
from Amy. People who have registered for June
have gotten confirmations back from Amy. If
we hear back from Amy we will let Kim know.
We think that she is going to be the sec’y.
Jeannine is going to train with her at the trial to
be sec’y. At the trial need to shoo people away
from the table, assist new people, or those who
have questions. Can be a problem first thing in
the morning. Need extra people at the table
during Time to Beat.
Kim has sign up sheets, for the food, AM/PM
Fri/Sat/Sun, who can bring, set up, etc., what
food they can bring, Pam saying she can help
with food Fri and Sun. Chris’s husband can also
help with food, bring sandwiches, wants to
coordinate with others who are bringing food.
Can take our refrigerator to Sporting Village.
Also passing around sheet for volunteers. Kim
asked where is the book for trial chairs, Chris
should have it. Also we now have 2 copies of
CPE rule books, in our cabinet, we need to have
one on site. Kim will need to pick another
person to mentor under her.
November – Sherry is trial chair, and we need to
get something going on that.
Other things that have popped up on our place,
proposal from Omaha, to share the GOAG
equipment at Wahoo, because one of the Omaha
groups may add a CPE trial the weekend before
our trial. Would have, within a 9 day timeframe,
4 days of CPE, Thanksgiving, etc. Kat had
conversation with John about not having another
trial so close, it is also the same day as our
obedience trial, seems they want this, may not
be able to pull it off.
Have had 3 conversations with him, asking
questions about leaving the equipment up in
storage, leave it out there for 8 days which we
do not want, loading/reloading, storing for free,

all may be problems, no answer yet from
him. Kat stating that it was misinterpreted that
she does not like the GOAG equipment, but this
is not true, it is the issues of storage, expense,
volunteer and resource issues. GOAG does not
have a judge, so want our judge, but just on a
calendar, not talking to the judge, and they
wanted to swap, but no communication if the
judge might be busy that weekend, and if
available for the weekend.
Unsure what will be happening on Thanksgiving
for Kat. Will set the first meeting, everyone is
welcome to come to this, for people to cross
train and be exposed, at that meeting we will
reconfirm that we will go with jumpers as our
double class, so that the form can be filled out,
and can have our 5 ft bars on this.
Agility group did meet and came up with
several things, priorities, equipment purchases
and repair, to get it done now that it is summer.
Building floor is more important for everyone,
mats are pulling apart in places, due to dragging
of equipment, and with bigger dogs playing
also. Not in good shape, can cause tripping,
need to have this done before we have
obedience trial in November.
Other Obedience- Jeannine saying she will
have the stantions on Saturday. They will be 1/2
to 3/4 inches shorter, but the holes are the same,
did this to get it cut right and efficiently on the
sheet. These are the stands that go on accordion.
Robin James has approved to buy more of the
accordion stuff.
Kat sent out email to CPE people for dates for
our trial for next April, either 4/6 and 7, or 4/13,
14, 2019. But in 2019, the 14th is Palm Sunday,
if we stick with this don’t have to change for
2020. We can move it up a weekend if we want,
to miss Palm Sunday for 2019, but then will be
on Palm Sunday in 2020. Seems like Palm
Sunday is unavoidable. Maybe move to 4/6, 7
for 2019, but this may conflict wit other events.
Either is okay with the fairgrounds. Decide to
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leave it for 4 –13-14 for 2019. Also keeping
weekend after Thanksgiving for 2019, will
be Nov 30th and Dec. 1. We need to ask for
feedback if we want to keep it on Thanksgiving
weekend or not. If deciding to change, this can
be done by filing a paper, not difficult to do.
And will talk to Robin for the obedience dates.
Website has been launched. Some people
getting Safari warning box that ‘this is not
secure’, difference between HTTP and HTTPS,
if we want a secure site, costs money, we do not
have any personal information on the site.
Override the box to log on, accept the certificate
warning, the log in is: gloc1963, PW is
dogsport. Feedback that we like it. Back door
stuff, update member site calendar for 2018,
Adam and Teresa working on this. Picture
gallery also, once you are logged in as member,
and have photo gallery ready to go, you can then
‘upload photo’, do we want a running
slideshow, or as thumbnails and be able to tag in
there. To tag people would be more work, but
easier to sort photos, some people do not want
to be tagged though. Can also tag dogs. And
ideas, email to Teresa, getting everything set up,
workflow to Adam.
No problems with registration or with entering
volunteer hours.
Salt Dogs, they are changing from 3 nights Bark
in the Park, to 1 night for Year of the Dog, will
be Sunday August 26th. We think this may be a
hot night with lots of dogs. It was proposed that
we will participate as a sponsor, that night
receive concourse area to set up table, and pass
out promotional materials, 1 6-8‘ table and 2
chairs. Will have public address announcement
and video board recognition at game. Can have
a raffle to give away maybe 6-wk obedience
class, conduct sign ups, announce winner at the
game. Would receive 4 seats to 9 premiere Salt
Dog games during the summer, sponsorship is
$350. Thinking that this is not enough bang for
our buck. People did not come by the table. We

can all still go as a group, sit on the berm in our
shirts. For other dog groups going to be there,
are they getting in free, non-profit groups, do
they think we are for profit? Are we singled
out? We can bring our dogs on any Monday we
want. And then we don’t have any
responsibilities, it is a lot of fun. We may or
may not get to do games, not sure, Teresa will
ask. So we will get back to them, play hard ball,
Teresa will gather more information. Not sure if
there will be link on their webpage for us if we
are sponsors.
Email from Jayne, Tracy Simpson at the Lincoln
Visitor and Convention Bureau, she wants to
know if we would need plastic bags to hand out
at our trial as a giveaway, would we like this for
our June trial. This might be nice to have,
mostly for out of town people, maybe ask for
50-100, we can use leftovers if we have them.
Allison, Andy Frederick’s wife, are we
interested in being part of their summer
newsletter, Lincoln Animal Ambassadors, 400
words, information about our group, offerings,
Alicia would do this, to be in their summer
quarterly newsletter, vote is yes.
Jeannine started work on the checklist, she will
get stencils, or glitter letters, to put by light
switches, doors, make it clear and easy with A,
B, C.
Kim needs a volunteer coordinator for the trial.
Pam wants to get an old back drop for our
photos, this sounds like a good idea.
Jessica asking if she can purchase a coffee/hot
water machine for water only, this is okayed.
General meeting, in attendance:
present Teresa Barney, Katie Schwartz,
Jeannine Beer, Jessica Bruns, Pam Eckstein,
Alicia Graybill, Leath McGlaughlin, Victoria
Christensen, Bryant Gabriel, Kat Potthoff, Colin
Marshall, Jennifer Brown, Kim Kempkes,
Christa Virus, Tim Dexter, Teresa Lee, Robin
Bonge, Sherry Tomes, Rosalie Claussen, JuLee
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Vincent, Martha Anderson, Eric Wickizer,
Veronica Schnell, Terese Pirl.

Asking for any corrections for April and May
Barker One note was out of place, that Teresa
was working on website, not sure if we had a
good place to set up for 2019, and if sharing a
thumb drive would work, but file cabinet
information and trial stuff on the thumb drive,
or maybe email list information, but this was a
separate issue. Alicia moves to approve, Sherry
seconds. May Barker just came out on the
second, one correction is that equipment we
need should have been 10 – 5’ poles, we do not
need any 10’ poles.
Treasurer report Jeannine Beer - treasurer report – income for
April $19,692.30, expenses were $10,121.16.
Cash flow is $9,571.14; checking account
balance is $51,673.11, funds on hand are
$50,628.64.
About $1000 profit from March AKC trial, and
waiting on CPE, as we don’t have the facility,
heating, etc. Assuming we are about the same as
last Nov. Jeannine wanting to double check, and
come back. Motion to approve, Alicia, Mary
seconds.
Corresponding sec’y- Card sent to Kathy
Zupancic, Claire died; Cheryl Griffith – Chip
died; Stef Bowers, mother-in-law passed away;
Sherry Miller dog Maggie had a slight stroke,
but is doing better.
Alicia -Obedience Report, going very well,
missed Sat class, will talk to class to make up. If
you are even thinking about teaching,
encouraging you to do this, is a great
opportunity, and we can use assistants to teach,
Alicia recommends Jenna Dirkschneider, she is
very good at it; can also ask Kim, she has gone
from being asst to instructor, and is doing very
well. Starting session 4, take a break from

Agility for session 5, July to mid-August due to
the heat.
Kat – Sport Director report of trials/agility
5 major trials, 1 in March, was successful; Apr –
CPE, was a cold April trial, great trial overall
per Robin. March AKC cleared about $900,
Apr – some bills still outstanding, should clear
$2500.
June – Kim is chair, Chris is co-chair. Kim has
sign up sheets, for the food, AM/PM
Fri/Sat/Sun, who can bring, set up, etc., what
food they can bring, Pam saying she can help
with food Fri and Sun. Chris’s husband can also
help with food, bring sandwiches, wants to
coordinate with others who are bringing food.
Can take our refrigerator to Sporting Village.
Also passing around sheet for volunteers to help
during the trial, don’t be afraid to sign up, you
will be trained. Sign ups can be for leash
runners, bar setters, sheet runners, etc., giving
explanation of these. Come for any length of
time that you are able. Also good experience to
come, watch and absorb, lets you see the
excitement and how fun it is. Head course
builder, will be Jayne. Jeannine will get the tire
jump, also the truck pick up, drop off, and
driver. Kim will set up pre-trial meeting with
Rob Lane, head of sporting village, and Kim
and Chris also will hold pretrial meeting with
the club also. Jessica will take care of volunteer
board, all 3 days. Three day trial, 6/15, 16, and
17th at Speedway Sporting Village, nice indoor
facility. Kat has all the 2018 dates for anyone
who needs these.
Oct trial, also AKC, Kim will be trial chair.
Sherry is trial chair for November. Premium, the
paperwork to sign up for trials will be coming.
Sherry asking for a few more committee
members.
Agility group met, working on equipment,
getting our 5 ft. poles, both CPE and AKC
judges like these. Also need some painting
done, watch for your emails on that. Painting of
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the PVC poles, this is good way to get volunteer
hours, she will leave them in the building, need
acetone to wipe off the paint, can take these
home to work on. Pam reporting that Goo-gone
works better to remove the paint than acetone.
Will put different colorations on these to help
dogs distinguish these, so will stay with how our
5’ poles are now, no change.
Kat reporting that Instructors are needed for
session 4, need 1 Monday night 8 PM, Agility 2
instructor, 1 Wednesday 6:30 Agility 1
instructor, and several assistant instructors. We
are going to have some workshops for Barn
Hunt and Scent Work. On 6/3, will have Barn
Hunt, 1 1/2 hr workshop, 4-5:30PM and 6-7:30,
can sign up thru SCC, and will have spots for
members. Scent Work 2 workshops on Oct.
21st, and Scent Workshop on Oct 20. Just
fininsing our first Scent Work class, Pam will
continue as our instructor,have to have Scent
work 1 first, will add more during the year.
Don’t have the dates set yet for Barn Hunt
practices. If you have questions ask Teresa,
Pam, Jessica about Barn Hunt. Will be
advertised through club emails and our club
private FB page, to get information on these
classes. Will also show up under our class
schedule on our calendar and our website,
specialty classes.
Leath- one more thing, having the NADAC fun
run, video trial this Sat, 5/12, can run for titles,
send video into NADAC. Need to register for
NADAC online, this is good for practice and to
see how trials run. Registration/check in starts at
9/9:30, trial starts at 10. $5 a run, goes from
intro to excellent, novice, open and other
courses. Will be in grass just outside in our back
yard.
Salt Dogs, they are changing from 3 nights Bark
in the Park in the summer, changing to 1 day for
Year of the Dog, will be Sunday August 26th.
thinking this will work better for them. We will

try to get a group together to go and participate
in Bark in the park.
Victoria reporting on Tails and Trails – this will
be Sat. 5/19. 11 AM, Kim, JuLee, Terese,
Sherry all going to help. Will get the marketing
flyers to take, no giveaways. Walk starts at 11,
goes until 2:30 or so. Victoria going out at about
9, to set up the table.
Terese – membership - yes we have some new
dogs and members here, Colin Marshall with
Moose. Registration closes at 6, Friday, room in
all classes, sign up for any class that you want.
Scent Work 2 not out in time, if you are in Scent
Work 1, or previous experience, let us know,
can get signed up.
Time frame before November, to have mats
repaired, they are shifting, need to clean out the
area in the building, and put the agility mats
back on top. Puzzle piece matting is underneath
the green stuff. Want to get this done before
Nov. Obedience Trial. Please do not slide
equipment, this shifts and damages the mats,
also when the bigger dogs play, they snag on the
mats.
If you are in building and last person to leave
please check all windows and other doors, light
banks, fans, lights are off, etc. We are going to
have checklist, sign in time/day/date, and check
off information as listed, report if anything is
wrong. We want to have list and time to make
an attempt to document some things. Board
doesn’t want to be drastic will give this a lot of
thought, hoping that the checklist and signing in
and out will help, otherwise may have to revoke
key privileges. Hurts our electricity bill, safety,
etc., building being unsecure and other problems
mentioned. We will send out email to let people
know also. Might implement sign in/sign out
sheet, deciding that this is what we will do, but
then might need to revoke keys, reconsider key
privileges as some people may not sign in/out.
Jeannine stating, to have a check list put up. Kat
stating first person of the night should sign in,
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and then last person leaving also sign out, and
complete check list. Jeannine will write up
check list, including everything that needs to be
done, review of all the doors, 7 banks of lights,
windows, and four overhead, garage doors,
bathroom lights, ceiling and floor fans.
Checklist - Date, sign in, time, first person in,
etc for last person out, will then have who
opened it, and who closed it. Jessica will send
out the email to all with keys. Additionally there
is a concern about safety when arriving at the
building, and vandalism. Jessica will send out
email to those who have keys, with this
information.
Website now launched, Adam had to rewrite the
whole website, and do all the programming for
it. There may be a a few more changes needed,
such as correcting dates. Working on photo
gallery on the member’s only website so we can
upload photos, if you have ideas or suggestions,
send Teresa an email. If you use Safari, when
you log in you will get a certificate error that
says this website is not secure. All you have to
do is check that you will accept the
responsibility. Would cost more to have a secure
website, and we don’t have your personal
information so this is not needed. Log-in is
gloc1963, PW is dogsport, ALL LOWER
CASE. Kat asking is there a reason why the
photos have to be on the member’s page,
wouldn’t we want the public to see these. Teresa
saying we would add more to it once we get
some of the photos, then would add these to the
public page, members can also load photos of
their own dogs. Can see the photos, but then to
upload it would have to be a member.
Other item, Lincoln Animal Ambassadors is
featuring GLOC in their summer issue, Alicia is
going to write the article, will get in touch with
Allison Frederick who is in charge of this, Any
ideas for the article let Alicia know.
Next meeting 6/7 Thursday is our club picnic,
Jessica is the chair for this, and she is excited
about this, very excited about everything

tonight. Bring your dog, food, some gluten-free
food please. We plan to have some new games,
take photos for our website, meet outside. Will
be meeting with volunteers for this.
BRAGS Bryant and Colin’ s dogs ran into a
bunch of cattle, dogs immediately started
herding them, they knew without training just
what to do! Kim asking for prayers for Rocky to
pass his CGC, will be his third try, he always
wants to jump on the evaluator, but he really can
get it, he is good! Jeannine reporting how in last
class, we traded handlers and Jessica took Pappy
through a run, it was videotaped, and she will
post this, he did well, and was also very cute.
Rikko recently competed in Rally, got 2 q’s in
Rally Excellent Saturday, then on Sunday, he
went and picked up all the toys the instructor
kindly set out, so he was thanked before he had
to leave.
Teresa reporting that last weekend she was at an
Agility trial for Go Dogs, got 3/6 50%, qualified
in Time to Beat for the first time. Also got 1st
place (was the only dog). Alicia moved to
adjourn, Jessica was second. All in favor.

Obedience and Rally Trial Award Fund
GLOC has now started an Obedience and Rally
Trial Award Fund. There is a form at the end of
the newsletter to fill out if you want to
contribute. If you have questions about the
fund, talk to Evangeline Stuck.
Best Choice Labels
There is a can for the Best Choice labels on the
office desk. Once a year these labels are sent to
the corporate office in return for $$$ for our
general fund!! “Let’s Pack the Can!”
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Equipment for Sale
Denise Want will be selling some agility
equipment and grooming supplies this spring;
please contact her if interested
402-416-6171.
Volunteer Pupportunities
Instructors and assistants always needed for
obedience and agility classes. Contact or Kat at
glocsportsdirector@gmail.com.

15th of the month but for pics of puppies, we
always make an exception.
Jax competed in the GoDogs Akc trial and the
Bellevue Dog Obedience Club AKC Trial. Out
of those two trials he earned his Novice
Standard, Novice JWW, Novice Fast, Open
Standard, and Open JWW titles. It was a long
two weekends but we got through them with
some really good runs.

It’s that time of year again: If you arrive at the
building to find the walkways are slick or snowcovered, you can claim time spent cleaning the
snow off or sprinkling de-icer as volunteer
hours.
There is a box at the GLOC building on the
table in the office. Next to the box is a
notebook. If you find yourself with a few idle
minutes, look in the box and find a quick chore.
Make sure, if you complete a task that you write
it down in the notebook. These are quick and
easy tasks that will contribute to your volunteer
hours.
Check for other volunteer pupportunities in the
GLOC calendar. If you have a pupportunity for
GLOC members to volunteer, submit it to the
Barker to be included.

Gallery of
Brags
If you have a new puppy/dog announcement, a
brag, or just some great pictures of your dog(s),
submit them to the Barker for inclusion in our
Gallery of Brags. Send your items to
glocthebarker@gmail.com. Our deadline is the

Boxer puppies!! Introducing Izzi pups, 3
males, 2 females. Born April 29th.
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Contact List:

Pupcoming Events
GLOC Picnic-Thursday, June 7
Monthly membership meeting – Thursday, June
7, 2018 @ 7:30 p.m.
AKC Agility Trial June 15,16,17 at Speedway
Sporting Village
Barker deadline Thursday, June 15

Teresa Barney, President –
glocpresident@gmail.com
Chris Sumner, Vice President –
glocvicepresident@gmail.com
Katie Sscwartz, Recording Secretary –
tealeaf91@gmail.com
Jeannine Beer, Treasurer –
gloctreasurer@gmail.com
Kim Kempkes, Corresponding Secretary –
kimkempkes15@gmail.com
Kat Potthoff, Dog Sports Director –
glocsportsdirector@gmail.com
Alicia Graybill, Obedience Training Director –
a_graybill@yahoo.com
Judy Vitamvas. Past President –
JAVlincoln@aol.com
Board Members (continuing):
Jessica Bruns – jbruns81@hotmail.com
JuLee Vincent – newportjulee@aol.com
Board Member (new):
Sherry Tomes – tomes.sherry@gmail.com
Terese Pirl, Registrar –
gloctraindirector@gmail.com
Andy Fritzinger, Building Maintenance –
glocbuilding@gmail.com
Terese Pirl, Membership –
glocmembership@gmail.com
Robin Bonge, Volunteer –
glocvolunteer@gmail.com
Martha Anderson, Barker Editor –
glocthebarker@gmail.com

GLOC OBEDIENCE AND RALLY TRIAL AWARDS FUND
Please support the GLOC Obedience and Rally Trial with your gift!
The Awards fund will allow GLOC to offer prizes and awards for class placements and
specialty titles. Would you like to memorialize or honor a beloved pet or special friend?
Those contributing will have their name appear in the obedience trial catalog with our
appreciation. *We would ask that you contribute at least at the Class Supporter level.
Please Provide Your Gift By October 15th
Yes! I want to contribute to the GLOC Obedience and Rally Trial Awards Fund.
Enclosed is my gift at the following level (please enter dollar amount):
Class Supporter $10.00 – $25.00
st

Total:
th

(These awards go toward 1 through 4 placements in each of the obedience/rally classes
offered)

Specialty Titles Supporter $30.00 - $50.00 Total:
(These awards go toward the Highest Scoring Obedience Dog, Highest Scoring Dog in Utility
and Open, Highest Scoring Dog in Rally Advance and Excellent. Along with special awards for
a team earning their OTCH, UDX, OGM and Rally Championship)

Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
Kennel Name / In Memory Of / In Honor Of
Please make your gift out to GLOC (Please note it is for “Obedience/Rally Awards Fund”)
Mail to: Robin James, GLOC Obedience Chair, 1330 So. 44th St., Lincoln, NE 685104711 (or bring to the monthly membership meeting-give to Robin James or Evangeline Stuck).
Do Note Write Below This Line – FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Received by Awards Chair
Treasurer

Check to
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